
AIMS 
THEI2.0 - Towards HEInnovate 2.0: From assessment to action. This project aims to support users by providing
useful guidelines for the Higher Education Institution and help the HEI’s representatives reflect on the
entrepreneurial agenda of their organisation. Additionally the THEI2.0 project intends to build a Digital Badge
system to identify and reward the user effort in supporting its HEI to become (even) more innovative and
entrepreneurial

 
THEI2.0

ACTIVITIES 
To accomplish THEI2.0 goals, the following activities were and are being
developed:

KEY
TAKEAWAYS

 The HEInnovate User
Case experiences of the
different institutions of
the consortium revealed
the diversity of objectives,
applications, approaches
and target-groups that
HEInnovate offers as a
comprehensive tool
addressing eight
dimensions

The THEI2.0 tool
translates the results of
HEInnovate into a HEI
profile offering a set of
cards with potential
actions possible to
implement to develop a
more innovative and
entrepreneurial HEI

 Participants of the
THEI2.0 workshops
conducted emphasised
the usefulness of the
THEI2.0 tool to reflect on
the HEI's entrepreneurial
agenda  

          thei2.eu

RESULTS 
The outcomes of the THEI2.0 project: 
   THEI2.0 tool
   THEI2.0 workshop "From assessment to action"
   THEI2.0 Digital Badge system concept

The impact of the THEI2.0 project: 

HEInnovate user cases and their comparison. 
THEI2.0 tool that identifies a profile from the HEInnovate score and provides a  
 corresponding set of cards with actions to support the entrepreneurial and
innovative journey of the HEI. 
THEI2.0 workshop which supports users in implementing and understanding
the potential of the THEI2.0 through reflection and identifying key actions to
creating a more innovative and entrepreneurial HEI. 
Development of a Digital Badge system aiming to recognise and reward the
effort and work of the user/HEI in creating a more innovative and
entrepreneurial HEI. 

Help to reflect and identify actions to create a strategy to become a
more innovative and entrepreneurial HEI so ultimately the users and
HEI’s will be more innovative and entrepreneurial.


